The Fibrefrog

The Concave Pin

The Lowrider

The Supercrusher

Shorter than its big brother,
The Fibrefish, this board is
made of five plies of maple
and four plies of fibreglass.
This construction gives the
Fibrefrog a cambered riding
surface that, combined
with a carefully selected
flex and a shorter wheelbase, makes this model the
most playful in our quiver!

The Concave Pin is a classic
cruising longskate for
everyone and is constructed
from seven plies of Canadian
hardmaple. Slightly softer
than the Supercrusher, the
Concave Pin is aimed
towards riders who prefer a
board that comes alive
under their feet.

This maple/fibreglass board
provides lots of foot space
and a deep concave for
good grip and comfy long
hill bombs. For maximum
stability, it has a dropped
platform, which gives you a
lowered centre of gravity
and more stable and
comfortable pushing/foot
braking.

The Supercrusher is a great
cruising longskate for the
advanced rider as well as
the beginner. The board is
constructed from seven plies
of Canadian hardmaple, and
has a carefully selected size
and flex to give you a “surfy”
carving feeling, but still a
superb stability at higher
speeds.

Size: 34”x 8”

(86 cm x 20,5 cm)

Wheelbase: 24” (61 cm)

Size: 45,5” x 9.5”

(115,5 cm x 24 cm)

Shape: High camber,

Wheelbase: 34,5” (87,5 cm)

Construction: 5 ply

Pintail.

Minimal concave. Kicktail.

Shape: Medium concave.

Size: 41” x 10”

(115,5 cm x 24 cm)

Wheelbase: 32.5” (82.5 cm)

Wheelbase: 34” (86 cm)

Shape: Medium Concave,

Shape: Medium camber,

Dropped platform.

Medium concave. Kicktail.

Construction: 7 ply

Canadian hardmaple

Canadian hardmaple +
2 ply fibreglass

Construction: 7 ply

Flex: 4

Flex: 3

Flex: 2

Canadian hardmaple +
4 ply fibreglass

Construction: 7 ply

Flex: 2

The Fibrefish II

The Fibrefish III

The Pinstripe

The Slipstream Fibrefish is
constructed by five plies of
maple and two plies of
fibreglass. This construction gives the Fibrefish a
cambered riding surface
providing a perfect flex that
gives you a fluid motion
and deep carves. If you
want optimal board control,
this is the board for you!

The Slipstream Fibrefish 3
is the stiffer alternative to
the regular Fibrefish model.
Preferred by riders that
might be heavier, have a
more aggressive riding
style, or just simply like the
harder flex this board
provides.

Shorter but stiffer than The
Concave Pin, this model
also features a cambered
shape for a more responsive feel. Great for both
carving and cruising, this
board, made of seven plies
of Canadian hardmaple,
performs really well, no
matter what you throw at it!

Size: 38” x 8,5”

Size: 38” x 8,5”

Wheelbase: 27,5” (70 cm)

Wheelbase: 27,5” (70 cm)

Medium concave, kicktail

Medium concave, kicktail

(96,5 cm x 21,5 cm)

Size: 45,5” x 9,5”

(104.5 cm x 25.5 cm)

(96,5 cm x 21,5 cm)

Canadian hardmaple.

Rider Matrix
Downhill

Lowrider
Concave Pin
Supercrusher
Pinstripe
Fibrefish
Fibrefrog

Carving

**
***
***
**
***
**

City

*
*
*
**
**
***

Optimal setup for this environment
*** Performs
in this environment
** Works, butwell
not ideal in this environment
*

Size: 37” x 8,5”

Setups

Wheelbase: 29,5” (75 cm)

(94 cm x 21,5 cm)

***
**
**
**
*
*

Construction: 5-ply

Construction: 5-ply

Canadian hardmaple +
2 ply fibreglass

Construction: 7 ply

Canadian hardmaple.

Completes are available in a wide range of
different setups with components from
leading brands such as Randal, Holey,
Kryptonics and ABEC 11.
For more info - please visit:
www.slipstreamlongboards.com

Flex: 3

Flex: 2

Flex: 3

Flex rating 1-5: 1 = Really stiff! 5 = Really soft!

Shape: High camber,

Canadian hardmaple +
2 ply fibreglass

Shape: High camber,

Shape: Medium camber,

Medium concave. Pintail.

